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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS / NEW RELEASES

MONTHLY SPECIALS

“Worlds #1 stabilizers”

We are now stocking Doinker Stabilizers. Come in store to have a 
look and try out our great new range of Doinker products.

“Makers of
      the
    worlds
  finest
release aids”

We are now stocking Stan Stanislawski Just-X Release Aids. Come in store to have a 
look and try out our great new range of Stan Stanislawski Just-X products.

“The all new JustX release aid was designed for those 
archers looking to squeeze every last ounce of 
speed out of their setup. The new, compact searing 
mechanism accommodates a shorter neck and 
allows a complete range of handle sizes that cover 
small, medium, large, and extra-large hands. 

Like the MOREXTM family of release aids, the Just X 
employs STAN’s revolutionary Trainer LockTM training 

system to allow easy and safe practice settings 
allowing the user to gain experience and 

confidence, all without firing a shot. Just as all 
of STAN’s models do, the justXTM is crafted 
using the company’s proprietary ErgoFitTM 
and MPT2 knob technologies for a melt in 

your hand comfort offered only by STAN.”

Quest Rogue
DTH Bow Package

RTAP $749, RT Fade $799
Includes 6 free CX arrows
+ free delivery!

Quest Torrent
DTH Bow Package

RTAP $885

Includes 6 free CX arrows
+ free delivery!

Click to view the Quest Rogue 
DTH Bow Package on the 
Benson Archery Website

Click to view the Quest Torrent 
DTH Bow Package on the 
Benson Archery Website

http://www.bensonarchery.com.au
mailto:info%40bensonarchery.com.au?subject=
http://www.bensonarchery.com.au/index.php/en/products/bows/bows-compound/quest-compound/quest-rogue-detail
http://www.bensonarchery.com.au/index.php/en/products/bows/bows-compound/quest-compound/quest-torrent-detail
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TARGET ARCHERY NEWS / LATEST RESULTS

ARCHER OF THE MONTH

We Support Contact Us

F Branch ABA & 3D Shoot - Wagga Wagga
Last weekend Peter Hearn, representing Benson Archery, 
competed in the Southern NSW & ACT Branch ABA Shoot at 
Wagga Wagga. The event ran over 2 days and consisted of a 3 
arrow round and 1 arrow round ABA on Saturday followed by 
a 3 arrow round and 1 arrow round 3D on the Sunday. Fresh 
off his 3 wins at the National Safari in QLD, Peter was looking 
forward to catching up with friends and some archery in 
undulating terrain rather than the “flat as a pancake” ground 
in Wide Bay.

With 2 solid scores of 388 & 398 in Saturday’s ABA, Peter 
took a comfortable win on the difficult course. Scores 
were generally down across the divisions thanks to some 

imaginative range set out. 
Peter’s 784 total was overall 
highest score for the day.

On what has been describe 
as the most challenging 3D 
course set in F branch history, 
many usual high scorers 
were just scraping into the 
350’s. Distance judging was 
difficult thanks to the target 
placement and maximum 
distances used. Peter finished 
with 376 & 384 winning the 
Junior Bowhunter Unlimited 

A Grade division and 
equaling the day’s highest 
score with Wagga’s own 
range captain.

Peter puts the wins and 
maintaining reasonable 
scores on the difficult 
courses down to his new 
Bushnell Excursion EX 
binoculars he received as 
a congratulations gift on 
winning 3 National titles 
from Mick, Maggie and the 
Benson’s Crew on the Saturday morning.

Moving on from here the hard work really begins heading 
towards competing on Norfolk Island at the end of June 
and then joining the Australian IFAA Team to compete at 
the 2014 IFAA World 
Championships in 
Yankton, South Dakota 
USA in early August. 
Peter would like to thank 
Benson Archery for their 
support and providing 
him with the best 
equipment available.

Cheers, Andrew

1. How did you get into archery? 
 I always wanted to try it ever since a mate of mine started doing it.

2. What style of archery do you practice? 
 I hunt with a compound bow and shoot targets at home to keep my aim  
 good.

3. What kind of equipment do you use? 
 I shoot Hoyt with Carbon Blade stabilizer and Trophy Ridge React Sight,
 2 piece Arrow Rack Quiver and drop away rest. Carter 2 Shot release aid.
 Ridgeline Camos, Bushnell range finder. Muela knifes.

Please contact us if you have any event to promote in 
our next issue.
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